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4)

Mrs. Dawson owns a pumpkin patch. She picked 23 pumpkins on

Tuesday and 33 of them on Wednesday and put them up for

sale for Thanksgiving. How many pumpkins in all did

Mrs. Dawson put up for sale?

3)

Kevin and his friends raked leaves o! the lawn and piled them up

in the backyard. Kevin "lled 6 trash cans with leaves and his

friends "lled 13 trash cans. How many trash cans did they "ll

altogether?

5)

Jane and Kevin pick fallen pine cones from the neighborhood to

make a pinecone tree. Kevin collects 34 pine cones and Jane

manages to gather 29 of them. How many pine cones did

they collect in total?

2)

Addition - Fall Theme
Sheet 1

Jane Dawson collected 17 yellow maple leaves from her backyard.

Her brother, Kevin picked 59 red leaves. How many leaves did

they collect altogether?

1)

Kevin helps himself to 7 slices of pumpkin pie. Jane cuts out 15 slices

for her friends. How many slices of pie did the Dawson siblings

portion out altogether?
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Answer key

Kevin helps himself to 7 slices of pumpkin pie. Jane cuts out 15 slices

for her friends. How many slices of pie did the Dawson siblings

portion out altogether?

4)

Mrs. Dawson owns a pumpkin patch. She picked 23 pumpkins on

Tuesday and 33 of them on Wednesday and put them up for

sale for Thanksgiving. How many pumpkins in all did

Mrs. Dawson put up for sale?

3)

Kevin and his friends raked leaves o! the lawn and piled them up

in the backyard. Kevin "lled 6 trash cans with leaves and his

friends "lled 13 trash cans. How many trash cans did they "ll

altogether?

5)

Jane and Kevin pick fallen pine cones from the neighborhood to

make a pinecone tree. Kevin collects 34 pine cones and Jane

manages to gather 29 of them. How many pine cones did

they collect in total?

2)

Addition - Fall Theme Sheet 1

Jane Dawson collected 17 yellow maple leaves from her backyard.

Her brother, Kevin picked 59 red leaves. How many leaves did

they collect altogether?

1)

22 slices of pie

56 pumpkins

19 trash cans

63 pine cones

76 leaves
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1) Hank Abbott has an aquarium at home. There are 7 gold!sh in it.

He buys 4 angel!sh and puts them alongside the gold!sh.

How many !sh in all does the aquarium contain now?

Hank uses 21 pink pebbles and 18 green pebbles for the base 

of the aquarium. How many pebbles did he use for the 

aquarium altogether?

4)

Hank buys an aquarium plant for $3 and an aquarium ornament

for $15. How much does he spend in total on aquarium

accessories?

3)

Hank buys 6 clown!sh and adds them to the aquarium that

already has 17 !sh. How many !sh can be found in the

aquarium now?

5)

Mr. Abbott gifts Hank 6 regal tangs for his birthday. If there are

already 11 !sh in Hank’s aquarium, how many will it contain

after he puts in the regal tangs?

2)

Sheet 2Addition - Hank’s Aquarium
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Answer key

1) Hank Abbott has an aquarium at home. There are 7 gold!sh in it.

He buys 4 angel!sh and puts them alongside the gold!sh.

How many !sh in all does the aquarium contain now?

Hank uses 21 pink pebbles and 18 green pebbles for the base 

of the aquarium. How many pebbles did he use for the 

aquarium altogether?

4)

Hank buys an aquarium plant for $3 and an aquarium ornament

for $15. How much does he spend in total on aquarium

accessories?

3)

Hank buys 6 clown!sh and adds them to the aquarium that

already has 17 !sh. How many !sh can be found in the

aquarium now?

5)

Mr. Abbott gifts Hank 6 regal tangs for his birthday. If there are

already 11 !sh in Hank’s aquarium, how many will it contain

after he puts in the regal tangs?

2)

Sheet 2

11 !sh

39 pebbles

$18

23 !sh

17 !sh
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Calvin takes a ride on the double decker carousel. The upper deck

has 6 carousel horses and the lower deck consists of 12 carousel

horses. How many horses in all can be found on the carousel?

4)

Calvin had to wait 15 minutes to take the Ferris wheel ride. Cindy

had to wait 19 minutes to take a water ride. How much time in

total did the Mason siblings have to spend waiting before they

got onto their respective rides?

3)

Cindy took 15 rides at the theme park. Calvin took 17 rides. How

many rides did the Mason siblings take altogether?

5)

Cindy took a frog hopper ride. The ride went up and came down

18 times each. How many times in all did the frog hopper go

up and down?

2)

Addition - Theme Park
Sheet 3

1) Cindy Mason visited a theme park with her parents and her brother

Calvin. How much did Mr. Mason have to pay for the entry tickets

altogether, if they were priced at $134 for two adults and $94

for two children?

FROG HOPPER
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Answer key

Calvin takes a ride on the double decker carousel. The upper deck

has 6 carousel horses and the lower deck consists of 12 carousel

horses. How many horses in all can be found on the carousel?

4)

Calvin had to wait 15 minutes to take the Ferris wheel ride. Cindy

had to wait 19 minutes to take a water ride. How much time in

total did the Mason siblings have to spend waiting before they

got onto their respective rides?

3)

Cindy took 15 rides at the theme park. Calvin took 17 rides. How

many rides did the Mason siblings take altogether?

5)

Cindy took a frog hopper ride. The ride went up and came down

18 times each. How many times in all did the frog hopper go

up and down?

2)

Addition - Theme Park Sheet 3

18 carousel horses

34 minutes

32 rides

36 times

$228

1) Cindy Mason visited a theme park with her parents and her brother

Calvin. How much did Mr. Mason have to pay for the entry tickets

altogether, if they were priced at $134 for two adults and $94

for two children?
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